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The creature man so wicked, evil 
Angering its celestial creators 
Leaving them with no choice 
Deciding to destroy them all 
Submerge them till none are left! 

The death day has come, the final solution 
They shall be damned to the underworlds 
The wrath of gods combined, time to kill them all 
Skies open up, lethal waters fall 
Depopulate the earth, make sure all are dead 
Drown them in the streets, fluid fills their lungs 
Water mixed with blood covering the earth 
Corpses lying around, sinking to the depths 

No life preserved, but two pious souls 
Warned by a god, before the decimation 
Thus they were spared from the watery grave 
Now they float alone, in their tiny vessel 
On this sea of human debris 
Watching as limbs and heads float on past 

Once mankind has drowned, no more water falls 
It starts to drain away violently 
Mixing everything into a human soup 
Turns into a red, fast-moving river 

Strong currents move 'round the dead bodies 
Picking them up and bashing them around 
Shredded by rocks and smashed into ruins 
Dismembered by the blows and crushed by rubble 

The only two living that remained 
Still kept safe in their vessel 
Watching as the waters leave 
The remains of man being revealed 

Dead silence rings in their ears 
Feeling death surround them 
Looking at what is left 
Taking in this devastation 
The stench of a thousand corpses 
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Tasting blood in the air 
Cadavers litter the ground 
Like the scum that they were 

Blood of thousands covers the ground 
Bodies piled up, torn limbs everywhere 
Intestines as garlands decorate trees 
Clouded eyes staring back at the living 

Horrid stench infiltrates nostrils 
Peeling skin litters surroundings 
Bloated, blackened, water-logged corpses 
Bodiless limbs, headless cadavers 
Mutilated through the wrath of gods 
No longer recognizable as once being human 

Dead silence rings in their ears 
Feeling death surround them 
Looking at what is left 
Taking in this devastation 
The stench of a thousand corpses 
Tasting blood in the air 
Cadavers litter the ground 
The survivors see no future!
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